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The topics 

we covered:

 Safer Internet day

 Earth day

 World Food Safety day

 Europe day



My Final 

Presentation

Introduction

Experiental Learning was very

interesting and involving. I have

found out a lot of useful

information about internet

safety, Earth problems, food and

European union. Every subject

has given me an understanding

how it works and what I can do

to make it better and safer.



Safer Internet Day

 This day we learned to understand, that Internet gave us

access to everything, but it also gave everything access to us.

I knew that I have to be very careful while using Internet, but

this lesson taught me how to do this and how to act if I feel

danger.

 It was fun to play games and discover ways to protect

myself.

 I had to use all these information tools to create a poster and

now it became easier to choose who to share or not to share

my personal information with. Internet vocabulary might be

fun talking to friends and avoid awkward conversations with

strangers.



Safer 
Internet 
day 
poster



Safer 

Internet 

day poster
THE PROBLEM IS THAT PEOPLE 

BELIEVE IN SOCIAL MEDIA 

MORE THAN OTHER PEOPLE.



Reflection 

No. 1
SAFER INTERNET DAY



EARTH DAY

 This day we studied about modern

environmental movement, climate changes

and how these things affect our planet.

 It was interesting and also sad to find out how
much pollution we create ourself and how to

live without causing more damage to Earth.



Earth day



Earth day 

poem

Yellow is sun

Green is for trees

Red is for flowers

Cleaning this planet we are in 

power



World Food 

Safety day

 This day was really interesting and fun. We

learned how to prevent, detect and manage

foodborne risks, contributing to food security

and human health.

 We have shared our favorite food recipes and
built food with cubes.



PIZZA

 It takes about 15-20 minutes until it cooks

 At first you'll need to stretch out the pizza dough into a shape of a circle.
Then spread tomato sauce on top of the doug. After that pour slices of
cheese on top. To add taste you can choose to add any vegetables, meat
and ect. (make sure to wash the vegetables). And the last thing is to
spread oil on top of it to make more flavour. Put it in the oven and wait for
about 15-20 minutes, Enjoy!

 It can be healthy but sometimes it's the opposite (it depends on if you
washed your hands or what kind of ingrediens did you use)



Pizza 
made with 
cubes



Europe day
 European union is a very important

organization to Lithuania. It was great to find

out so much information about it.

 We played a very interesting game and had

to make comics about European union.

 The funniest part is that we had a history lesson

the very next day and we already knew so

many things about this union.



Europe day comics



Renovation Program 

with EU funding

There are more than 38000 multi-
apartment blocks in Lithuania. Total

of 24000 blocks need to be
refurbished thus reducing heat
consumption by 30 %. A JESSICA (EU
financial scheme) was established in
2009 for funding of refurbishment of
multi-apartment blocks constructed
before 1993. This scheme provides
financial support and energy
efficiency requirements.



Final conclusion of 

my 

Experiental Learning

I really enjoyed these classes. It was fun and very

useful. I found out so much about environment,

food, internet and about EU. I've met some new

friends and it was really interesting to study from

higher classes students.


